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  . . .  (The Left Ringer's Choosing Which Bow to Choose to Acquire Rare Armors) The arrowheads and arrows of each
legendary bow are the only ones that can hit specific monsters, and each bow gets a different color, and it only gets to have a
single colored arrow. When the bow is properly enchanted, it can shoot all the different colors of the arrows at once. In Final
Fantasy IX, the bow is called Starlight, and it is said to be a weapon of the sky, which is a symbol of Zidane's power as a Holy
Knight, a type of class that cannot die. Spoiler(Move your mouse to the spoiler area to reveal the content) The three bowing
puzzles of Final Fantasy IX include a strong weapon, a weak weapon, and a bow. They are named Starlight, Moonlight, and

Thunder. The strong weapon is always a bow of the same color as the legendary weapon it allows to shoot. The weak weapon is
always a bow of another color. The legendary weapon to shoot is determined by the adventurer's, and their chosen Bow is always
the strongest they can use to reach the highest difficulty. The third is an optional puzzle for the adventurer, which allows them to

shoot a different color bow. Each bow can be enchanted using one of the three runes. The one they use depends on the
adventurer's class. The default is Thunder if they are a Holy Knight, Moonlight if they are a Magian, or Starlight if they are a
Holy Elf. The adventurer's can equip all three weapons to see all three runes in action. Once used, the runes last for 10,000
turns. In Final Fantasy IX, the way the character's bow can be enchanted varies depending on the adventurer's class, and the

class decides which of the three runes to use. The default for the holy knights is to use Thunder, and the mages use Moonlight,
while the holy elves use Starlight. A Holy Knight can use all three runes at once for their default weapon, while a Magian can

only use two. The adventurer's can equip all three weapons to see all three runes in action. Once used, the runes last for 10,000
turns. The adventurers' in the game are all playable, and their respective classes are made up of five different 82157476af
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